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A Book of Prefaces
Famous as a political, social and cultural gadfly, journalist and essayist H.L. Mencken was unafraid to speak his mind on
controversial topics and to express his views in a deliberately provocative manner. This is a collection of work previously
only published in newspapers and magazines.

The Impossible H.L. Mencken
A Mencken Chrestomathy
Mr. Lipton’s book is the first complete and unbiased survey of the beat generation and its role in our society. Here are the
intimate facts about these people and their attitudes toward sex, dope, jazz, art, religion, parents, landlords, employers,
politicians, draft boards, the law and, most important, toward the “square”. The author presents a picture of their way of
life, their individual backgrounds, the language they have appropriated, in terms made clear for the first time to those of us
who have been confused and puzzled about them. He also provides a balanced discussion of their literature, art and music,
of what they produce and fail to produce in the arts they practice.—Print Ed.

The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche
Over a career that spanned half of a century, Henry Louis Mencken published more than 10 million words. More than a
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million were written about him, many of which, Mencken liked to remark, were highly condemnatory. He was called, with
good reason, the most powerful private citizen in America during the 1920s.This lively introduction to Mencken's life and
work begins with a concise biographical portrait before proceeding to a consideration of the five major periods of the
renowned Baltimorean's career: his literary apprenticeship; the growth of his national reputation; his fame and
unprecedented popularity during the 1920s (when college students would flash the Paris-green cover of the American
Mercury as a badge of sophistication); the decline of his reputation during the Depression; and his renewed popularity
during the 1940s, with the publication of his autobiographical trilogy, the Days books. In discussing this varied career,
Vincent Fitzpatrick touches upon all the roles that Mencken played: journalist; editor; redoubtable critic of literature,
culture, and politics; philologist; and autobiographer. Drawing upon Mencken's extensive correspondence of more than
100,000 letters, the book stresses his unflagging belief in the need for free speech (up to the limits of common decency).
Indeed, in the end Mencken proved a significant American civil libertarian.Iconoclast, critic, satirist, "individualist," H. L.
Mencken offered unique insights into American life. His lifelong celebration of the freedom to dissent marks his most
enduring contribution to a nation that gave him such a wealth of material and so much delight.

A Second Mencken Chrestomathy
H. L. Mencken's diary was, at his own request, kept sealed in the vaults of Baltimore's Enoch Pratt Library for a quarter of a
century after his death. The diary covers the years 1930 -- 1948, and provides a vivid, unvarnished, sometimes shocking
picture of Mencken himself, his world, and his friends and antagonists, from Theodore Dreiser, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Sinclair
Lewis, and William Faulkner to Franklin D. Roosevelt, for whom Mencken nourished a hatred that resulted in spectacular
and celebrated feats of invective. From the more than 2,000 pages of typescript that have now come to light, the Mencken
scholar Charles A. Fecher has made a generous selection of entries carefully chosen to preserve the whole range, color, and
impact of the diary. Here, full scale, is Mencken the unique observer and disturber of American society. And here too is
Mencken the human being of wildly contradictory impulses: the skeptic who was prey to small superstitions, the dare-all
warrior who was a hopeless hypochondriac, the loving husband and generous friend who was, alas, a bigot. Mencken
emerges from these pages unretouched -- in all the often outrageous gadfly vitality that made him, at his brilliant best, so
important to the intellectual fabric of American life

A Little Book in C Major
My Life as Author and Editor
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Bluebeard's Goat and Other Stories
Excerpt from Christmas Story Again, he once hired Charlie Metcalfe, a small-time candy manufacturer, to prepare a special
pack of chocolate drops for orphans and ruined girls with a deceptive portrait of Admiral Dewey on the cover and a print of
Bob Ingersoll's harangue over his brother's remains at the bottom of each box. Fred had this subversive exequium reprinted
many times, and distributed at least two hundred and fifty thou sand Copies in Baltimore between 1895 and 1900. There
were some Sunday-school scholars who received, by one device or another, at least a dozen. As for the clergy of the town,
he sent each and every one of them a Copy of Paine's Age of Reason three or four times a year - always dis guised as a
special-delivery or registered letter marked Urgent. Finally, he employed seedy rabble rousers to mount soap boxes at
downtown street corners on Saturday nights and there bombard the assembled loafers, peddlers, and Cops with speeches
which began seductively as ex coriations of the Interests and then proceeded inch by inch to horrifying proofs that there
was no hell. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

Prejudices
With the same intellectual incisiveness and supple, stylish prose he brought to his classic novel Invisible Man, Ralph Ellison
examines his antecedents and in so doing illuminates the literature, music, and culture of both black and white America. His
range is virtuosic, encompassing Mark Twain and Richard Wright, Mahalia Jackson and Charlie Parker, The Birth of a Nation
and the Dante-esque landscape of Harlem−"the scene and symbol of the Negro's perpetual alienation in the land of his
birth." Throughout, he gives us what amounts to an episodic autobiography that traces his formation as a writer as well as
the genesis of Invisible Man. On every page, Ellison reveals his idiosyncratic and often contrarian brilliance, his insistence
on refuting both black and white stereotypes of what an African American writer should say or be. The result is a book that
continues to instruct, delight, and occasionally outrage readers thirty years after it was first published.

Diary of H. L. Mencken
No one ever argued more forcefully or with such acerbic wit against the foolish aspects of religion as H. L. Mencken
(1880-1956). As a journalist, he gained national prominence through his newspaper columns describing the now-famous
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1925 Scopes trial, which pitted Fundamentalists against a public school teacher who dared to teach evolution. But both
before and after the Scopes trial, Mencken spent much of his career as a columnist and book reviewer lampooning the
ignorant piety of gullible Americans.S. T. Joshi has brought together and organized many of Mencken's writings on religion
in this provocative and entertaining collection. The articles here presented demonstrate that Mencken canvassed the entire
range of religious phenomena of his time, from evangelists Billy Sunday and Aime Semple McPherson, to Christian
Scientists, and theosophists and spiritualists. On a more serious note are his discussions of the philosophy of Friedrich
Nietzsche and the scientific worldview as a rival to religious belief. Also included are poignant autobiographical accounts of
Mencken's own upbringing and his core beliefs on religion, ethics, and politics.If anything was sacred to Mencken, it was the
right to speak one's mind freely, and many of his attacks are directed against those true believers who he felt tried to foist
their beliefs on others to stifle independent thinking. For everyone who values freethought and sharp intelligence, this
collection of articles by America's premier iconoclast is a must.S. T. Joshi is a freelance writer, scholar, and editor whose
previous books include Documents of American Prejudice; In Her Place: A Documentary History of Prejudice against Women;
God's Defenders: What They Believe and Why They Are Wrong; Atheism: A Reader; H. L. Mencken on Religion; The Agnostic
Reader; and The Angry Right: Why Conservatives Keep Getting It Wrong.

Happy Days
This volume contains issues №3-4.

Mencken's America
Edited and annotated by H.L.M., this is a selection from his out-of-print writings. They come mostly from books—the six
installments of the Prejudices series, A Book of Burlesques, In Defense of Women, Notes on Democracy, Making a President,
A Book of Calumny, Treatise on Right and Wrong—but there are also magazine and newspaper pieces that never got
between covers (from the American Mercury, the Smart Set, and the Baltimore Evening Sun) and some notes that were
never previously published at all. Readers will find edification and amusement in his estimates of a variety of
Americans—Woodrow Wilson, Aimee Semple McPherson, Roosevelt I and Roosevelt II, James Gibbons Huneker, Rudolph
Valentino, Calvin Coolidge, Ring Lardner, Theodore Dreiser, and Walt Whitman. Those musically inclined will enjoy his
pieces on Beethoven, Schubert, and Wagner, and there is material for a hundred controversies in his selections on Joseph
Conrad, Thorstein Veblen, Nietzsche, and Madame Blavatsky.

Newspaper Days
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The famous American journalist's selections from his writings reflect his witty interpretations of humanity, government, and
a variety of other topics

Essays
H.L. Mencken
A collection of stories-some well known, some more obscure- capturing some of the best storytelling of this golden age of
nonfiction. An anthology of the best new masters of nonfiction storytelling, personally chosen and introduced by Ira Glass,
the producer and host of the award-winning public radio program This American Life. These pieces-on teenage white collar
criminals, buying a cow, Saddam Hussein, drunken British soccer culture, and how we know everyone in our Rolodex-are
meant to mesmerize and inspire.

Heathen Days
Welcome the long overdue re-release of Mencken's continual war against conventional thinking.

H. L. Mencken on Religion
The perfect book for the 2012 elections. . . and beyond! [Democracy] is based on propositions that are palpably not
true--and what is not true, as everyone knows, is always immensely more fascinating and satisfying to the vast majority of
men than what is true H.L. Mencken wrote Notes on Democracy over 80 years ago. His time, the paranoid and intolerant
years of World War I, Prohibition, and the Scopes trial, is strikingly like our own. Notes isn't just a blast from the past; it's a
perceptive report on today. In Notes, Mencken conducts a bold, libertarian attack on intrusive government, special interest
groups, and mob rule that's as relevant today as it was in the 1920s. Notes has something that will appeal to -- and offend
-- everyone. Liberals will love Mencken's denunciation of jingoism; conservatives and libertarians will root for his attacks on
meddling laws, hand-outs, and equality. The new edition includes an introduction and annotations by Marion Elizabeth
Rodgers, author of Mencken: The American Iconoclast, and an afterword by two-time Pulitzer Prize-winner Anthony Lewis.

Mencken Chrestomathy
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Notes on Democracy
Christmas Story (Classic Reprint)
H.L. Mencken, in his illustrious career as a journalist, made his reputation with satirical writing and controversial ideals.
Although his is a name not customarily associated with short fiction, it was his first literary love. From 1900 to 1919, he
published nearly 60 stories and short-shorts, sometimes pseudonymously. Here for the first time, 30 of Mencken's
thoroughly entertaining stories are collected, showcasing Mencken's wit and skill in a medium for which he is not well
known. Meet a bumbling anarchist newspaper editor; the `Charmed Circle' of Long Island in a story strikingly prescient of F.
Scott Fitzgerald; a shop owner whose mannequins belie a horrific secret; and a pair of wily entrepreneurs working in the
Caribbean, among plenty of other excellent, amusing, and memorable stories. "Superb, clever, or hilarious use of language
Read "Epithalamium," a sendup of the social rigmarole of marriage for its exquisite choice of words, or the Poe-esque "The
Window of Horrors," about a clothier and his obsession with life-like mannequins, for its chills. For quintessential Mencken,
read "The Man of God," whose lowly grocer becomes an evangelist."-Publishers Weekly

Holy Barbarians
These seventy political pieces from the 1920s and 1930s are drawn from Mencken's famous Monday columns in the
Baltimore Evening Sun.

Thirty-five Years of Newspaper Work
Minority Report
The period covered is that of his professional nonage—from his entry into journalism as a reporter for the Baltimore Morning
Herald in 1899 to 1906. It was not all Baltimore, however, for he went into brief exile when the fire of 1904 destroyed the
plant and forced the paper to print in Philadelphia for five weeks. During those roaring years the young journalist did little, if
anything, to bring uplift to his city, nor did he become an influential figure in the councils of state or nation. But he did gain
a rare knowledge of his community in all its more colorful and uproarious aspects; and he has set them down here in his
own inimitable way. It is not the great events of civic life that draw his attention, not the respectable—and dull—doings of
respectable citizens. Rather it is the caperings of the judiciary on their days off, the mysterious and melancholy ways of the
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commercial artists who haunted the newspaper offices of the period, the peccadilloes and generosities of cops and cabbies,
of madams and Baltimore’s omnipresent Afro-Americans that make up the bulk of this highly personal memoir. As such it
brings to livid life the whole of an American city of sixty years ago. It is a book to read and savor, not only for its constant
delightful humor, but for its fine picture of the salad days of American journalism as well.

The New Kings of Nonfiction
H. L. Mencken stipulated that this memoir remain sealed in a vault for thirty-five years after his death. For good reason: My
Life as Author and Editor is so telling and uproariously opinionated that is might have provoked a storm of libel suits. As he
recounts his career as a critic, essayist, and editor of the ground-breaking magazine Smart Set, Mencken brings us face to
face with the literary aristocracy of his day, from the dour womanizer Theodore Dreiser to F. Scott Fitzgerald, drowning his
gifts in alcohol. Here, too, are the hacks, poseurs, and bohemian crackpots who flocked around them. Most of all, here is
Mencken himself, defying censors and Prohibition agents with equal aplomb in an age when literature was a contact sport.

A Book of Calumny
With a style that combined biting sarcasm with the "language of the free lunch counter," Henry Louis Mencken shook
politics and politicians for nearly half a century. Now, fifty years after Mencken’s death, the Johns Hopkins University Press
announces The Buncombe Collection, newly packaged editions of nine Mencken classics: Happy Days, Heathen Days,
Newspaper Days, Prejudices, Treatise on the Gods, On Politics, Thirty-Five Years of Newspaper Work, Minority Report, and A
Second Mencken Chrestomathy. Discovered among his private papers and edited by columnist Terry Teachout, this
collection is full of the iconoclastic common sense that marked Mencken’s astonishing career as the premier American
social critic of the twentieth century. This chrestomathy (“a collection of literary passages”) incorporates writings about a
variety of subjects: politics, war, music, literature, men and women, lawyers, and the brethren of the cloth.

In Defense of Women
When H. L. Mencken talked, everyone listened -- like it or not. In the Roaring Twenties, he was the one critic who mattered,
the champion of a generation of plain-speaking writers who redefined the American novel, and the ax-swinging scourge of
the know-nothing, go-getting middle-class philistines whom he dubbed the "booboisie." Some loved him, others loathed
him, but everybody read him. Now Terry Teachout takes on the man Edmund Wilson called "our greatest practicing literary
journalist," brilliantly capturing all of Mencken's energy and erudition, passion and paradoxes, in a masterful biography of
this iconoclastic figure and the world he shaped.
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Prejudices
Before there was any such thing as political correctness, H. L. Mencken was flouting it. He was also cheerfully deriding the
precursors of family values and lambasting the guardians of public virtue. This historic new collection is further evidence
that Mencken was our most astute, stylish, and biliously funny commentator on the eternal American quackeries. A Second
Mencken Chrestomathy (a word meaning “a collection of choice passages from an author or authors”) was compiled by the
sage of Baltimore before he suffered the stroke that ended his career and has only now been retrieved from his private
papers by the columnist and Mencken biographer Terry Teachout. Its 238 selections—many of which have never before
been published in book form—encompass subjects from Americana (“The Commonwealth of Morons”) to men and women
(“Sex on the Stage”) and from criminology (“More and Better Psychopaths”) to the pursuit of happiness (“Alcohol”). The
result is Mencken at his most engaging, maddening, heretical, and hilarious.

A Book of Burlesques
Treatise on the Gods
Controversial even before it was published in 1930, Treatise on the Gods collects Mencken’s scathing commentary on
religion.

A Mencken Chrestomathy
With a style that combined biting sarcasm with the "language of the free lunch counter," Henry Louis Mencken shook
politics and politicians for nearly half a century. Now, fifty years after Mencken’s death, the Johns Hopkins University Press
announces The Buncombe Collection, newly packaged editions of nine Mencken classics: Happy Days, Heathen Days,
Newspaper Days, Prejudices, Treatise on the Gods, On Politics, Thirty-Five Years of Newspaper Work, Minority Report, and A
Second Mencken Chrestomathy. Written in 1941–42, these highlights capture the excitement of newspaper life in the
heyday of print journalism.

Betrayal of the American Right, The
In the third volume of his autobiography, H. L. Mencken looks back on his life and declares it "very busy and excessively
pleasant." He imparts the impressive education he received from Hoggie Unglebower, the best dog trainer in Christendom,
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and the survival techniques he employed at Baltimore Polytechnic, where he learned to protect his fingers from power tools
and his character from the influence of algebra. Mencken also describes the club boxing matches he attended, watching as
the combatants in this gentleman's sport genteelly broke both bones and the law. And he recounts his voyage across the
Atlantic that he, unlike Columbus, paid for himself. In Naples, he admired the garbage that seemed to have accumulated
since Roman times. In Tunis, he searched for the ruins of Carthage. In the Holy Land, he looked for the ruins of Gomorrah,
the Hollywood of antiquity, in hopes of finding evidence that the city's unparalleled reputation for wickedness was simply
exaggerated.

The Vintage Mencken
H.L. Mencken's Smart Set Criticism
A Mencken Chrestomathy
Though best known for his caustic newspaper columns, H. L. Mencken's most enduring contribution to American literature
may be his autobiographical writings, most of which first appeared in the New Yorker. In Happy Days, Mencken recalls
memories of a safe and happy boyhood in the Baltimore of the 1880s and celebrates a way of life that he saw swiftly
changing—from a time of straw hats and buggy rides to locomotives and bread lines.

On Politics
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original
book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1902 Excerpt: earth. r' = radius of moon, or other
body. P = moon's horizontal parallax = earth's angular semidiameter as seen from the moon. f = moon's angular
semidiameter. Now = P (in circular measure), r'-r = r (in circular measure);.'. r: r':: P: P', or (radius of earth): (radios of
moon):: (moon's parallax): (moon's semidiameter). Examples. 1. Taking the moon's horizontal parallax as 57', and its
angular diameter as 32', find its radius in miles, assuming the earth's radius to be 4000 miles. Here moon's semidiameter =
16';.-. 4000::: 57': 16';.-. r = 400 16 = 1123 miles. 2. The sun's horizontal parallax being 8"8, and his angular diameter 32V
find his diameter in miles. ' Am. 872,727 miles. 3. The synodic period of Venus being 584 days, find the angle gained in
each minute of time on the earth round the sun as centre. Am. l"-54 per minute. 4. Find the angular velocity with which
Venus crosses the sun's disc, assuming the distances of Venus and the earth from the sun are as 7 to 10, as given by
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Bode's Law. Since (fig. 50) S V: VA:: 7: 3. But Srhas a relative angular velocity round the sun of l"-54 per minute (see
Example 3); therefore, the relative angular velocity of A V round A is greater than this in the ratio of 7: 3, which gives an
approximate result of 3"-6 per minute, the true rate being about 4" per minute. Annual ParaUax. 95. We have already seen
that no displacement of the observer due to a change of position on the earth's surface could apparently affect the direction
of a fixed star. However, as the earth in its annual motion describes an orbit of about 92 million miles radius round the sun,
the different positions in space from which an observer views the fixed stars from time to time throughout the year must be
separated

Second Mencken Chrestomathy
The American Credo
With a style that combined biting sarcasm with the "language of the free lunch counter," Henry Louis Mencken shook
politics and politicians for nearly half a century. Now, fifty years after Mencken’s death, the Johns Hopkins University Press
announces The Buncombe Collection, newly packaged editions of nine Mencken classics: Happy Days, Heathen Days,
Newspaper Days, Prejudices, Treatise on the Gods, On Politics, Thirty-Five Years of Newspaper Work, Minority Report, and A
Second Mencken Chrestomathy. These thirty-five essays—each a stick of dynamite with a burning fuse—have been selected
from six volumes originally published between 1919 and 1927.

The Skeptic
A collection of the journalist's columns, on such topics as presidents, congressmen, publishers, food, music, sports, the
American language, and movie stars

The Smart Set
Shadow and Act
With a style that combined biting sarcasm with the "language of the free lunch counter," Henry Louis Mencken shook
politics and politicians for nearly half a century. Now, fifty years after Mencken’s death, the Johns Hopkins University Press
announces The Buncombe Collection, newly packaged editions of nine Mencken classics: Happy Days, Heathen Days,
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Newspaper Days, Prejudices, Treatise on the Gods, On Politics, Thirty-Five Years of Newspaper Work, Minority Report, and A
Second Mencken Chrestomathy. In 1956, Mencken read through his notebooks and extracted those pieces he thought
truest, most pertinent, most precise, or most likely to blow the dust out of a reader's brain.
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